
ARTHUR LYDIARD AND THE ADVANCEMENT OF SPORTS SCIENCE 

 

In today’s world nothing in our lives remains at a ‘stand-still’. 

Consider the advances, in every aspect, over the past 100 years to 

include medicine, technology and science (including sports science).  

In 1909 Orville and Wilbur Wright were two American aviation 

pioneers generally credited with inventing, building and flying the 

world’s first successful motor-operated airplane. They achieved four 

brief flights. That was 111 years ago and the airplane weighed 605lbs 

or 274kgs 

Compare this then, in 2020, with the Airbus A380 which is the 

world’s largest passenger airline. This has a top speed of 1,185km/hr; 

a range of 15,200kms and weighs 589 tons. 

A somewhat ‘silly’ but practical example.  

We are inherently inquisitive and should challenge and question 

everything put in front of us. 

In the late 1950’s and early 1960’s the coaching world as it related to 

running was in somewhat of a quandary. But by good fortune two 

very dynamic coaches expressed their views to the world. They were 

Percy Cerutty and Arthur Lydiard. Lydiard endured and, in a sense, 

took the coaching world by storm. But they ‘rode on the back’ of 

every training method that has been used in the past and tried to 

improve upon it. 

I have 8 of Cerutty’s books and 4 of Lydiard’s. 

That was 60 years ago, give or take. Are we honestly expecting that 

nothing in their theory of training has changed since then. I think 

not. Did all their runners agree with their methods? John Landy (WR 



1 Mile) went off on his own after a brief spell with Cerutty and Peter 

Snell faced disagreement with Lydiard in the build up to the 1964 

Olympic Games in Tokyo. Snell trained essentially alone but still 

using, briefly, the mileage bases advocated by Lydiard. Snell was 

unique and ‘way ahead of his time’ winning gold in both the 800m 

and 1500m. Later in years he became an Exercise Physiologist at the 

University of Texas. Following his tenure there he remarked upon 

Lydiard’s method of training and felt he (Snell) was not always in 

total agreement. 

Of late I have acquired two new books for my library (i) Running 

Science by Owen Anderson and (ii) The Science of Running by Steve 

Magness. 

I am altogether if nothing else a practical coach and extremely 

inquisitive about the science of running and athletics generally (as 

much of it that I can comprehend). I have included extracts from 

Anderson’s book hereunder. 

From Page 85 : 

The traditional Lydiard system of training endurance runners has as 

its primary goal the aggrandizement of maximal aerobic capacity 

accomplished via the completion of huge amounts of running and 

the relative minimization of high-speed anaerobic training. As 

Noakes pointed out, this represents “brainless” training and exercise 

physiology since it ignores the need for an endurance-runner’s 

nervous system to develop the capacity to sustain high levels of 

motor-unit recruitment. 

 

From Page 114  :    

Many popular training programmes place a high value on building up 



mileage at moderate intensities, the kind of training believed, 

although incorrectly, to optimize V0²max. Running fast during 

training and thus developing raw speed is traditionally viewed as a 

kind of dangerous thing to do, something that might even damage 

muscles or lead to a kind of muscle schizophrenia in which anaerobic 

development increased at the expense of much needed aerobic 

changes. Arthur Lydiard was a proponent of such thinking, and his 

views on endurance training continue to have a large following 

around the world. 

From Page 245  :  The Lydiard System. 

This system gained world-wide popularity because of the successes 

of runners coached by Lydiard, including Peter Snell, Murray Halberg 

and Barry Magee. The Lydiard system is still used by a large number 

of competitive runners today. 

The Lydiard system begins with an extensive period of base training, 

during which running volume steadily expands, followed by a 

strengthening phase consisting of an ample amount of hill climbing 

and drills carried out on hills. The subsequent training constitutes 

Lydiard’s misnamed anaerobic phase with its emphasis on intense 

sessions and the development of speed; this phase is deliberately 

kept short, no more than 4-6 weeks, because of Lydiard’s mistaken 

belief that the high lactate levels associated with intense training can 

harm muscle cells. The final phase within the Lydiard system is a 

tapering phase, during which volume and intensity of training are 

reduced and preparatory, fine tuning races are conducted. 

Few can argue with Lydiard’s success as a coach, but his system has 

not stood up to the steady forward march of running science.  



The notions that fast training is anaerobic and that lactic acid can 

injure muscle tissue are now out-dated. Furthermore, the Lydiard 

system does not address the specific goals of optimising vV0²max 

and maximal running speed, which are the key predictors of 

endurance-running performance. British coach Frank Horwill has 

criticised the Lydiard approach, noting that approximately 110kms 

(68 miles) are all that are necessary to optimise aerobic capacity. 

Lydiard recommended approximately 160kms (99 miles) per week, 

including a Sunday run of 35kms (22 miles) completed over 

mountainous terrain, if possible. Horwill has also contended that the 

Lydiard approach increased the risks of injury because of 

accumulated distance and psychological burn-out. 

From Page 310  : 

Lydiard eschewed fast running during base periods, believing that 

such efforts promoted the production of lactic acid, his favourite 

muscle nemesis, with consequent damage to muscle cells. Scientific 

research reveals that lactic acid does not actually harm muscle fibres. 

For Advances of this Discussion. 

Go to http://www.ScienceofRunning.com the Website of Steve 

Magness. 
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